Introduction
Current commercial U.S. Nuclear Power Plant Technical Specifications require that all redundant safety related instrument channels be calibrated once each refueling cycle. These types of non-optimal periodic maintenance practices are being replaced in other industries by condition-based techniques. Recently, the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation Application issued a safety evaluation report (SER) on topical report #104965: "On-Line Monitoring of Instrument Channel Performance" [1] . This report focused on the generic application of on-line monitoring techniques to be used as a tool for assessing instrument performance. It proposed to relax the frequency of instrument calibrations required by the Technical Specifications (TS) from once every fuel cycle to once in a maximum of eight years based on the online monitoring results. Implementation of the technique to relax the TS requires a license amendment.
The proposed On-line Sensor Monitoring systems employ empirical models that learn the relationships between sensors in order to predict one sensor value using the information in the other sensors [2] . The major requirement for these systems to work is that the sensors of interest must be sufficiently correlated. It has been shown that empirical models constructed with highly correlated inputs are unstable and inconsistent [3] and models with these traits will not pass the uncertainty requirements set forth by the NRC SER. Therefore, regularization techniques must be used to make the modeling techniques consistent, repeatable, and with optimally small uncertainties. Common methods such as ridge regression (RR) and truncated singular value decomposition (TSVD) have been proven to be sub-optimal under general conditions. Local regularization methods optimized by Differential Evolution (DE) techniques were shown to have superior predictive performance when Mallows CL was used as an objective function [4] . This paper extends the use of DE evolution to generalized ridge regression (GRR). Mallows' CL will be used as a measure of predictive performance as presented in Section 2. Section 3 presents a real world example using sensor data from the secondary side of the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) Kingston fossil power plant. This data is very similar to nuclear power plant data and is used to quantitatively compare these new techniques with the most common regularization technique: ridge regression.
Methodology
The penalty matrix used for GRR is a diagonal matrix of optimally selected local parameters instead of the traditional single parameter and identity matrix. GRR allows components with greater predictive power to be passed while components with lower predictive power are damped. An Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) selects the optimal regularization parameters by minimizing an objective function intended to provide an estimation of predictive error.
EA is used because the number of possible combinations of even a moderate number of real-valued ridge parameters becomes enormous. Orr [5] attempted to optimize each parameter by itself and repeated the optimizations until the solution converged. This method is time consuming and may be subject to local minima. EA optimization is able to choose an optimal subset of regularization parameters that minimize a fitness function.
This section describes the methodologies used to implement the GRR algorithm. It is broken down into three major sections: a section on GRR, a section describing the objective functions to be minimized and a section describing the evolutionary algorithm utilized for optimization.
Generalized Ridge Regression (GRR)
Consider the following linear regression problem
where
is the vector of regression coefficients to be determined using observed data (X,y); ε represents noise in the response y ; 
The OLS solution is an unbiased estimate of the true solution, if such a solution exists. However, when the data matrix X is ill-conditioned, the OLS solution (2) becomes extremely unstable, i.e. it has a very large variance. The ill-conditioned matrix X has near zero last singular values. These last singular values usually correspond to the noise (or non-informative) components in X. When inverted, these near zero singular values drastically amplify the contribution of the noise components to the solution and destroy its predictive accuracy. Near zero singular values result in a large variance of the solution, making it statistically insignificant.
When dealing with collinear data (ill-conditioned X), one can use ridge regression [8] to avoid the instability problem. The ridge solution is as the correlation coefficients. Notice when the global regularization parameter λ equals 0, the ridge solution becomes the OLS solution; for λ>0, the "regularized" solution is different than the OLS solution. The filter factors determine if the information in the i th component is incorporated into the solution or is damped. If λ is large with respect to a singular value, the filter factor dampens the corresponding component, while if λ is small with respect to a singular value, its corresponding component is passed. Therefore, a suitably large λ eliminates the destroying effect of the near zero singular values and makes the solution stable and statistically significant. When λ→∞, the variance of the corresponding solution goes to zero.
A nonzero λ introduces a bias into the solution, which increases with increasing λ. It is shown in [6] that there always exists some λ that optimally balances the bias and variance such that the mean squared error (MSE) of the solution, defined as
is less than that of the OLS solution. The MSE of the solution is not computable unless the true solution is known. Therefore, an estimate, termed the mean predictive error (MPE), can be used to select an optimal regularization parameter: λ, ( )
MPE is also not computable but its approximated is given in Section 2.2. In standard ridge regression (3), the same value of the ridge parameter is used for each component. In some situations, an individual ridge parameter can be used for each component. GRR optimizes the values of all these individual parameters in an attempt to reduce the MPE further. This can be useful in situations when some intermediate components are not related to the response, but due to a limited number of observations and possible random correlations, they still contribute to the solution, degrading the prediction accuracy. To eliminate a particular component from the solution, the following form of GRR can be used ( ) (
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with the filter factors computed as ( )
. In GRR we refer to λ i as being the local ridge parameters. A large λ i with respect to its corresponding singular value prevents the corresponding component from contributing to the solution. Unlike standard ridge regression in which one λ is optimized, this problem is a multidimensional optimization with a vector of λ i 's being optimized.
Objective function
As mentioned earlier, the MPE can be estimated using the observed data. Therefore, an estimator of the MPE is a plausible choice of the objective function. To approximate the MPE one can use Mallows'
where H is the hat matrix defined as
CL is an unbiased estimate of the MPE. However, it works reliably only for white Gaussian noise and correctly specified models.
Optimization of Parameters Using an Evolutionary Algorithm
Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) have been successfully applied to solve complex engineering optimization problems. Arguably the best know representatives are Genetic Algorithms (GA) and Evolutionary Strategies (ES) [8] . Differential Evolution (DE) [9, 10 ] is a population-based, direct-search algorithm for global optimization. While originally designed to operate on continuous floating point variables DE has been extended to optimize mixtures of integers, discrete, and continuous variables as well as multiple linear and non-linear constraints [12] . A living bibliography of DE and its applications is available on-line [11] .
DE has proven to be exceptionally robust for a variety of real-world optimization problems [10] . While the structure of DE is similar to other population based search algorithms, like ES and GAs, it differs in both its self-referential mutation scheme and its selection process. Here is the basic flow of DE. For most real-world engineering problems, the parameters of the objective function will be constrained by lower and upper boundary conditions x j (L) and x j (U)
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where j=1,…,D. Typically, the initial population, P 0 , is generated by randomly selecting parameter values between these lower and upper boundaries. While a predefined probability distribution function drives mutation for most EAs, DE utilizes a self-referential mutation scheme based on the differences of randomly sampled objective vectors from the current population. The distribution of the differences is consequently determined by the distribution of the population itself. This means that any bias introduced in the way DE attempts to improve the population of objective vectors is implicitly driven by the objective function or problem being optimized.
DE uses both mutation and recombination to produce a second population of children or trial vectors. One "child" vector is created for each "parent" in a random manner. When crossover occurs, a parameter of the "child" becomes a linear combination of three randomly chosen vectors, otherwise that parameter of the "parent" is passed along to the "child". Each "child" vector is ensured to differ from its "parent" in at least one parameter (chromosome). This is done for every "parent" vector in the current population. Several user specified control variables, such as crossover and mutation rates, affect the convergence properties and robustness of DE and often depend on the characteristics of the objective function. Guidelines for selecting these parameters are provided in [9, 10, 12] . Successful selection of the parameters can usually be obtained after a few trial iterations using differing values.
The selection scheme utilized by DE is also different from other ES and GAs. Each successive population is selected from either the current "parent" population, or the "child" population. Each individual "child" in the trail population is compared with a single "parent" in the current population and the individual with the lower objective function "survives" and passes on into the next generation. This means that all the individuals in each successive generation are at least as good as their "parent" in the current generation. In contrast to other EAs, which compare a candidate individual to all other individuals in the population, DE only compares the candidate individual to a single member of the current population.
Case Study
The data set used for our case study consists of 12 sensors recorded during normal operation at a TVA plant. Eleven of the variables are used as predictors to infer the FLINS-GRR_81.doc submitted to World Scientific : 4/18/2002 : 12:46 AM 6/8 value of a single response variable: the 12 th sensor. Previous analysis has revealed that a linear model could adequately represent the data. The first one thousand samples were used as training data to construct each model and the second thousand samples were used as test data for model evaluation.
The data matrix formed from these variables has a rather large condition number: 127. The singular value spectrum of the data is presented in Figure 1 . The high condition number of this data matrix leads to inconsistent estimates of regression coefficients obtained with an OLS solution. An evaluation of the regression coefficients shows that only four of the eleven coefficients are statistically significant. The common remedy for this kind of problem is ridge regression, which does not work in this case due to the non-existence of a global regularization parameter, which improves the prediction error.
However, if local regularization is used as proposed in GRR, a combination of local regularization parameters can be found which simultaneously improves stability and prediction error. Figure 2 presents the local filter factors (GRR) obtained by DE optimization of CL along with GRR filter factors and the correlation coefficients between response variables and respective components.
As can be seen in Figure 2 , ridge regression does not start to dampen components until component eight. Even though components three and five have small correlations with the response variable, they are still included in the solution. However, a vector of local regularization parameters (GRR) does exist which provides a smaller prediction error than the OLS solution. As is shown, these filter factors are significantly different from global filter factors. In particular component five is heavily damped and component three does not pass through completely. The minor components are also much more damped than for the global ridge regression solution. However, most importantly, GRR produced a lower prediction error on previously unseen data. The prediction error along with corresponding smaller CL values are shown in Table 1 . As is seen in Table 1 , the technique with the smallest prediction error and the smallest estimate of prediction error (CL) is GRR. Although the improvement over the OLS is small, this example shows that for some data sets, it is possible to find a series of GRR parameters that provides the best solution. It is also worth mentioning that the GRR solution is more stable than the OLS solution. This stability is achieved by damping out minor components, which are the major contributors of noise in the solution. And unlike ridge regression, the stability did not come with a higher test error. 
Conclusion
Nuclear power plant data sets contain collinear data due to redundant and highly correlated sensors. This collinearity makes most empirical model solutions unstable under small data perturbations. The usual remedy against collinearirty is ridge regression, which does not always improve predictive performance. Local regularization (GRR) does improve the predictive performance in most cases. IN this case study, EA was used to select multiple regularization parameters that optimized an estimate of prediction risk was found to also optimize the prediction error. GRR, powered by an EA for selecting the local ridge parameters, promises to be a valuable tool for the regularization of ill-posed industrial modeling problems.
